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Abstract— In the present scenario peoples are in computer era where very far person also connect to other by a single
click. Networking plays an important role to achieve this. Every single organization whether small or big should have
their own intranet-working. By their highly interdependent and each machine overall susceptibility to attack depends
upon the vulnerabilities of other machines in the network. Hackers can take this advantage of several vulnerabilities
in every possible manner to penetrate a network and compromise organizations critical system to find sensitive
information. With increasing sophisticated attacks are rises day by day so in order to protect an organization’s
network, it requires not only understanding about single system vulnerabilities but also their interdependencies. The
ability to quickly mitigate vulnerabilities is very essential. If vulnerabilities left undetected introduce a serious security
threat to enterprise systems and can leave vital critical data exposed to attacks by hackers. For organization it means
huge loss of revenue and productivity, organization may end up with that. The main objective of this paper is to
discover the security vulnerabilities on the host systems over a network connection. For this A lot of port scanner and
vulnerability scanner has been proposed to tackle this, but none of them single are capable to detect vulnerabilities
completely. So here presenting a set of security tools and also analysis of their results which provides better
understanding of top security flaws.
Keywords— Vulnerability Scanner, Vulnerability assessment, computer security, host security, network security,
detecting security flaws, port scanning.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Today’s Computer network security is main concern of any organization because the network is the medium over which
most attacks or intrusions on computer systems are launched. As more and more critical information is being stored on
computer systems and transferred over computer networks, there are an increasing number of attacks on these systems in
an attempt to steal, destroy or corrupt that information. Because of most computer systems have some kind of security
flaws that may allow outsiders (or hackers) to gain unauthorized access to sensitive information. In most cases, it is
infeasible to replace such a flawed system with a new, more secure system. Even a more secure system can still be
vulnerable to insiders misusing their privileges. So there is a definite mechanism that can be detecting vulnerability on
host systems [1].
Assessing and mitigating the vulnerabilities requires in depth understanding of these vulnerabilities. It becomes very
necessary enough to know the basic idea that works behind these vulnerabilities such as what makes them to appear in
the system, what flaws need to be corrected. There is an open platform recommended by the SANS Institute as a critical
control and by US based National institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for assessing all critical
vulnerabilities[02]. Here we used the best practices for security; the Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual
(OSSTMM) introduced a model [03] of vulnerability detection system setup on distributed intranet network architecture
[04].
Our work involves the study of various port scanners and vulnerability scanners. It is my belief that a network
vulnerability scanner should be capable of identifying poorly configured services, default services that have poor security
mechanism and software with known security vulnerabilities. We use Nmap [05] and Nessus [06] VA (Vulnerability
Assessment) tools to scanning of various remote hosts. Because the results show significant variation in discovered
security vulnerabilities by different tools. It may be very helpful to analyzed various vulnerabilities and make a
comparison of various scanners [07] based on their capability of revealing these vulnerabilities. These comparison results
are only a quick overview, we have not followed up each identified vulnerability to check false positives and false
negatives.
Section II explains the various components of scanners before the use of vulnerability scanners. Section III describes
various scanners in detail with their results, when applied on our institute’s intranet network. Section IV has comparative
view of the various VA tools result and analysis. Section V has the overall conclusion after observing different scanners.
II. COMPONENTS OF VULNERABILITY SCANNER
Generally vulnerability scanners have four basic modules, such as a User Interface, a Scan Engine, Database of Known
vulnerability, and a Scan Report.
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Figure 1 Components of general vulnerability scanner
1) The User Interface provides a platform for admin to operate on scanners. It may be either Command line Interface
(CLI) or it may be Graphical User Interface (GUI).
2) The scan Engine executes security checks according to their installed plug-ins and payloads for identifying system
information and vulnerabilities. It may also the capability to scan more than one host at a same time and compares
the results against known vulnerabilities.
3) The known vulnerability database stores scan results and other information used by scanner. The number of plugins will vary depending on corresponding vendor. Each vendor regularly updating their plug-ins timely. Each
plug-ins might be contains not only the test cases but also a specific vulnerability description, a Common
vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [08-14] detected and also their fixing instructions for a detected
vulnerability.
4) The Scan Results gives different levels of reports, such as detailed technical reports with their recommendation to
fix each of them.
When the organization’s network is very wide, then Distributed Network Scanners are helpful. In this a centralized
management console is assessing vulnerabilities across geographically dispersed networks.
III. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT TOOLS
Vulnerability assessment is a process to identifying the vulnerabilities in the system before they could be used by anyone
else with bad intentions of harming the network and connected systems. Some time enterprise management more focus
on the firewall security but the internal security mechanism is also matters. VA tools is not only focused on single
application or system but it takes into consideration all the factors that can provide system related information such as
ports open or closed, what services running, which operating system used etc.
There are certain categories of Vulnerability Assessment Tool:
 Port Scanners
 Vulnerability Scanners
 Application Scanners
A. NMAP
A port scanner is a tool used by both system administrators and attacker(s) to identify vulnerabilities in operating
systems. Nmap is a port scanner that takes an IP address of target machine[09] or the host name and then finds the basic
information related to it. It also finds the number of ports that are running on that particular host, number of ports that are
opened, number of closed ports, services running on those ports, for instance, whether services are TCP-oriented or FTPoriented[10-11]. It also predicts the type of operating system being used on that particular host. The network topology of
the scanned host is recorded in the graphical format which shows the various gateways through which the local machine
accesses that particular remote host.
From this scan results, a system administrator, or an attacker, can determine what loop holes need to be patched or what
can be easy to exploit.
Nmap Port Scanning Techniques Summary: A quick view of all the Nmap scanning switches and their comparison on the
bases of their usability for privileged users and also which scans identify TCP ports, and which identify UDP ports are
shown in Table 1 [12-14].
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Table 1 nmap port scanning switches
Commmand
Syntax

Requires Privileged
Access

Identifies TCP
Posts

Identifies UDP
Ports

TCP SYN Scan

-sS

YES

YES

NO

TCP connect()
Scan
FIN Scan

-sT

NO

YES

NO

-sF

YES

YES

NO

Xmas Tree Scan

-sX

YES

YES

NO

Null Scan

-sN

YES

YES

NO

Ping Scan

-sP

NO

NO

NO

Version Detection

-sV

NO

NO

NO

UDP Scan

-sU

YES

NO

YES

IP Protocol Scan

-sO

YES

NO

NO

ACK Scan

-sA

YES

YES

NO

Window Scan

-sW

YES

YES

NO

RPC Scan

-sR

NO

NO

NO

List Scan

-sL

NO

NO

NO

Idle Scan

-sI

YES

YES

NO

FTP Bounce
Attack

-b

NO

YES

NO

Nmap Scan Type

A number of various host have been scanned using Nmap. The figure below depicts the results obtained after scanning an
engineering institute’s Local Area Network (LAN).

Figure 2 Nmap basic output for after scanning Institutes Local Area Network
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Figure 2 shows the basic output after scanning our Institutes Local Area Network. It shows IP address, number of
available ports, discovered open ports, running services with their versions.

Figure 3 Details of open and closed ports of host system with IP Address 192.168.1.170
Figure 3 shows the list of open ports on host system with IP Address 192.168.1.170. It shows the port number,
protocol used on that port, its state of being open or closed or filtered, type of service provided on that port and the
version details.

Figure 4 Host details of IP Address 192.168.1.170.
Figure 4 outlays the host details of 192.168.1.170 which includes the host status that shows the total number of ports
scanned, number of port available, number of filtered ports. It also shows IPv4 address of the host; IPv6 are not available,
but MAC address reveals. Further, the type of operating system detected may be Microsoft Windows XP SP2 or
Windows Server 2003. The accuracy with which this result has been obtained is 100% approximately.
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Figure 5 Shows the topology structure of all discovered host
Figure 5 depicts topology formed for scanning all local hosts with their IP Address and connection links.
B. NESSUS
Nessus is a vulnerability scanner that search for and map systems for weakness in application, computer or their network.
It identifies both internal and external network scan. Internal scan means scanning is performed within a particular router.
External scan means scanning involves the hosts outside the particular router or a remote host. Nessus has the capability
to multiple scanning of the hosts at a same time. The main advantage, nessus makes no assumptions for what services are
running on what ports and it actively attempts to exploit identifies vulnerabilities.
Its main objective is to detect potential vulnerabilities on the target systems such vulnerabilities that allows a remote
attacker to control or access sensitive information on a system, systems default settings, default password etc. Nessus
Plug-ins uses its own scripting language NASL (Nessus Attack Scripting Language). The vulnerability identified by
Nessus exists in four different types of severity levels - High, Medium, Low and Informational [13].
Nessus – Architecture: Nessus is based on client –server architecture. Each session is controlled by the client and the test
is run on the server side. The Nessus server performs all of the scanning and security checks, which are implemented as
plug-ins written in Nessus Attack Scripting Language (NASL).

Figure 6 Client-server architecture of Nessus
We can scan vulnerability on multiple host system at simultaneously but here following figure depicts the results
obtained for scanning a virtual machine with IP Address 10.10.10.110. It shows the number of vulnerability with severity
as critical, high, medium, low and informational.
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Figure 8. Vulnerability details for host with IP Address 10.10.10.110 using Nessus
Figure 8 shows the scan results for host system with IP Address 10.10.10.110 using Nessus scanner. It shows total 373
vulnerabilities where 27 critical, 196 High, 56 Medium, 4 Low, 90 Informal. The range of either being high, medium,
low or informal type is also given. For instance, Windows Service pack out-of-date is belongs to critical category ranging
to 10.0 with its plug-in ID given as 26921.
IV. COMPARION OF VA TOOLS
Table 2 shows comparative view of the VA tools described above on the basis of the vulnerabilities these tools detect.
Table2. Comparative view of the vulnerabilities detected by the VA tools
Vulnerability
Nmap
FTP 21 Anonymous FTP Access
YES
FTP 21 VsFTPd Smiley Face Backdoor
NO
FTP 2121 ProFTPD Vulnerabilities
NO
SSH 22 Weak Host Keys
NO
PHP-CGI Query String Parameter Injection
YES
CIFS Null Sessions
YES
INGRESLOCK 1524 known backdoor drops to root shell
NO
NFS 2049
NO
MYSQL 3306 weak auth(root with no password)
YES
RMI REGISTRY 1099 Insecure Default Config
NO
DISTCCd 3632 dsitributed compiler
NO
VNC 5900 weak auth(password)
NO
IRC 6667 Unreal IRCd Backdoor
YES
Tomcat 8180 weak auth
YES
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Nessus
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
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V. CONCLUSION
There are number of techniques available to list the vulnerabilities present in the remote host. Vulnerability assessment
plays an important role in securing the organizations network system. Our observations shows that different tool detect
different type of vulnerabilities. Hence a single tool is not capable of detecting all present vulnerabilities. This paper
addressed two very popular VA tools. Both of them work on different criteria of detecting vulnerabilities. Nmap is very
powerful tool for port scanning and gives the state of ports of target host. On the other hand, Nessus have the capability
to discover the state of port and also it detects the flaws on particular system with a recommended solution to fix it.
Nessus can import scan results done by another tools like Nmap etc. and perform vulnerability scan accordingly. Thus
both the tools have one thing common that they makes the top managements work easier for network security.
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